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The extent to which local speeds at diﬀerent depths are averaged to determine global speed was determined using a version of the
Global Dot Motion (GDM) stimulus. Judgments of the apparent speed of fast moving dots (4.05–10.53 deg/s) in the presence of
slow moving dots (4.05 deg/s) were measured using GDM stimuli which simulated radially expanding motion, and which conﬁned
slow and fast speed dots exclusively to alternating wedge shaped sectors. The presence of slow moving dots in the stimulus reduced
the apparent speed of high-speed dots in a manner consistent with speed averaging. However with increases in depth, produced by a
diﬀerence in binocular disparity between dots in alternating sectors, speed averaging became less eﬀective, and the relationship
between speed and disparity resembled a tuning function. We discuss our results in light of research that clariﬁes the functional
properties of global motion mechanisms in the primate cortex.
 2005 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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An important task of the visual system is to accurate-
ly determine the motion of objects in the three-dimen-
sional environment. The visual scene is often dynamic,
and the ability to sense motion is informative in tasks
involving self-navigation (Warren & Hannon, 1988)
and estimating the time to contact of approaching ob-
jects (Gray & Regan, 1998). Given the value of motion
in many behavioural tasks, much research has focused
on understanding the nature of its analysis.
The analysis of motion by the visual system is
thought to occur in at least two stages. In the ﬁrst stage
motion estimates are derived locally by units tuned to
diﬀerent spatial and temporal frequencies (e.g., Adelson
& Bergen, 1985; Heeger, 1987). This stage is of necessity
local since motion sensitive cells in V1, which is the ﬁrst
cortical area to contain directionally selective cells, are
restricted in their spatial extent of analysis (see, e.g.,0042-6989/$ - see front matter  2005 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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E-mail address: skhuu@hkucc.hku.hk (S.K. Khuu).Foster, Gaska, Nagler, & Pollen, 1985; Gattass & Gross,
1981; Movshon, Thompson, & Tolhurst, 1978; New-
some, Britten, & Movshon, 1989). Local motion esti-
mates are combined in the second stage to determine
the common or global direction and the speed of mo-
tion. Local motion integration is implemented in regions
along a more dorsal projection from V1, such as in the
middle temporal (MT) and medial superior temporal
(MST) areas of the primate cortex (Adelson & Movs-
hon, 1982; Duﬀy & Wurtz, 1991; Movshon & Newsome,
1996; Movshon, Smith, Majaj, Kohn, & Bair, 2002;
Newsome & Pare, 1988; Saito, 1993; Saito et al.,
1986). Cells in these regions have large receptive ﬁelds
(as much as 100 deg in MST, see Duﬀy & Wurtz,
1991) and are thus capable of integrating information
over a greater spatial extent. Investigations using fMRI
in humans have also revealed analogous anatomical,
and functional, motion areas (e.g., V3, V5) located
along a more dorsal projection from V1 (see Tootell,
Hadjikhani, Mendola, Marrett, & Dale, 1998).
Attempts to understand the motion system have
resulted in a number of computational models that
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ations. For example, global motion can be determined
by combining local motion estimates through vector
summation (Wilson, Ferrera, & Yo, 1992), an intersec-
tion of constraints operation (Adelson & Movshon,
1982; Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998), or by averaging
(Khuu & Badcock, 2002; Benton & Curran, 2003; Wat-
amaniuk & Duchon, 1992; Williams & Sekuler, 1984). It
is important to note that these models assume summa-
tion of local motion from a range of narrowband spatial
operators. However, evidence exists suggesting that lo-
cal motion analysis is performed over a broad range of
orientations, and for some motion stimuli, for example
plaid patterns, no active solution to the problem of
extracting global motion is required (see, Anderson,
Burr, & Morrone, 1991; Georgeson & Scott-Samuel,
2000).
At present there is much debate as to which model
provides the best account of motion analysis (see,
Bowns, 2001, 2002). Indeed all models are limited to
operating under a set of restrictive assumptions, and un-
der non-ideal stimulus conditions they may provide esti-
mates of motion that diﬀer from perception.
Additionally, a further limitation is that implicit in cur-
rent models is an emphasis on computing the global
direction of motion; it remains unclear whether the anal-
ysis of global speed is performed using similar opera-
tions. There is now a body of research demonstrating
that global speed is determined using diﬀerent functional
procedures to those used to extract the direction of
motion.
Matthews and Qian (1999) noted that the ability to
judge the direction of motion of an object is dependent
on its axis of motion, with better discrimination in car-
dinal directions as compared to performance at interme-
diate angles. However, speed discrimination was
unaﬀected and remained the same regardless of the
direction of object motion. This diﬀerence was interpret-
ed as evidence for separate functional systems involved
in the extraction of speed and direction of motion.
Matthews, Luber, Qian, and Lisanby (2001) found
comparable results by using transcranial magnetic stim-
ulation (TMS) to temporally disrupt neural processing
in certain visual centres. Matthews and colleagues mea-
sured performance on tasks that selectively probed
either speed or direction of motion discrimination be-
fore and after applying TMS to positions medially and
laterally located from the inion. While TMS signiﬁcantly
reduced the ability to discriminate speed, it had no eﬀect
on direction of motion discrimination thresholds. These
ﬁndings by Matthews and colleagues highlight an
important double dissociation between speed and direc-
tion of motion processing, and raise the possibility that
diﬀerent processes may underlie their extraction.
Compelling evidence from a collection of psycho-
physical studies suggests that perceptual speed is deter-mined by averaging local estimates. The motion
system has been shown to be poor in its ability to detect
abrupt changes in the speed of a drifting object as com-
pared to judging the diﬀerence in speed between two
sequentially presented patterns (Gottsdanker, 1956; Pol-
jansek, 2002). This coarse sensitivity to acceleration and
deceleration is consistent with the visual system averag-
ing speed information over time. For the visual system
to precisely detect acceleration, both the magnitude
and change in speed must be known at a given point
in time; however, averaging speed estimates (over time)
would eﬀectively reduce these cues.
It is important to note that the ﬁndings of Gottsdan-
ker (1956) and Poljansek (2002) may result simply be-
cause of poor sensitivity in detecting temporal changes
in speed, and are not due to averaging per se. However,
a stronger case for speed averaging has been made by
Watamaniuk and Duchon (1992) who sought to quanti-
fy the extent to which the visual system averages speed
information using global dot motion (GDM) stimuli
consisting of dots moving at diﬀerent speeds presented
simultaneously. Using a stimulus similar to Williams
and Sekuler (1984), Watamaniuk and Duchon had
observers judge the apparent speed of GDM sequences
consisting of dots sharing a common direction, but mov-
ing at a speed randomly drawn from a ﬁxed distribution
between frames. To assess speed averaging, the authors
changed the distribution of the range of speeds (2.2–
8.5 deg/s) so that it was either skewed to lower or higher
speeds, thus changing the mode and median while ensur-
ing that the average of the speed distribution did not
change. Observers could not detect changes in the speed
of these patterns, except when the average speed was
diﬀerent.
A shortcoming, perhaps, of the study by Wat-
amaniuk and Duchon (1992) is that speed averaging
was investigated using a speed discrimination paradigm.
A better assessment (of speed averaging) is to determine
whether the perceived global speed of a stimulus, when
the local speed distribution is changed, is equivalent
to, and changes in a manner consistent with, averaging.
In a recent investigation Khuu and Badcock (2002) ad-
dressed this issue by using a sectored version of the
GDM stimulus that simulated radially expanding mo-
tion with dots in adjacent wedge shaped sectors moving
at diﬀerent (low and high) speeds. The perceived global
speed of this stimulus matched the average of local esti-
mates. Benton and Curran (2003) reported a compara-
ble ﬁnding. They showed that the amount of motion
repulsion between two global directions produced by
mixed speed dots conformed to the average speed.
While previous studies that examined speed averag-
ing have been important in clarifying the processes used
to determine global motion, the ﬁndings can only be
generalized to the analysis of two-dimensional (2D)
stimuli. Commonly in natural visual scenes, complex
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of components moving at diﬀerent speeds distributed
in depth (e.g., a ﬂock of birds). It remains to be estab-
lished whether local motion signals are combined and
averaged over depth to determine the global speed of
such patterns.
We investigated speed integration in depth by deter-
mining the extent to which local motion signals placed
at diﬀerent stereo-depths are averaged to determine the
global speed of radial optic ﬂow patterns. Grigo and
Lappe (1998) noticed that the perceived locus of expan-
sion of two-dimensional optic ﬂow can be inﬂuenced by
the presence of translational motion located near in
depth. This ﬁnding suggests that mechanisms responsi-
ble for the analysis of optic ﬂow are sensitive to dispar-
ity, and it is feasible that local speeds are averaged in
depth. To investigate global speed processing, we em-
ployed the methods of Khuu and Badcock (2002) in
which global speed judgments were made with GDM
stimuli simulating radially expanding motion that con-
sisted of segmented sectors that diﬀered in speed as well
as binocular disparity. This stimulus was adopted be-
cause it provides a good indicator of global summation,
since it reduces the possibility of local speed interaction
between dots with diﬀerent speeds, and, to detect global
motion, local signals must be integrated in parallel from
multiple locations separated in space (see, Bravo, 1998;
Burr, Morrone, & Vaina, 1998; Khuu & Badcock,
2002; Morrone, Burr, & Vaina, 1995).2. Method
2.1. Observers
Two of the authors and an experienced, but naı¨ve to
the aims of the experiment, observer participated in the
study. All had normal, or corrected to normal, visual
acuity.
2.2. Stimuli
Stimuli were movie sequences showing a circular
GDM stimulus (with a radius of 3 deg of vis arc) on a
gray background (70.5 cd/m2) that was spatially divided
into 10 wedge shaped sectors (see Fig. 1). In addition, a
central region with a radius of 0.5 deg was left blank.
Each sector subtended an angle of 36 deg relative to
lines passing through the centre of the stimulus demark-
ing the boundaries of the sector, and each sector con-
tained 10 anti-aliased circular (radius: 0.075 deg) light
increment dots (141 cd/m2). In the ﬁrst frame these dots
were assigned random locations, which reached a sub-
pixel precision of one hundredth of a pixel in each sec-
tor. Across successive frames half of the total number
of dots moved in a direction consistent with radiallyexpanding motion (signal dots), while the remaining
dots moved in random directions (noise dots). Radial
motion was used to exploit the fact that mechanisms
capable of global motion integration are selective for
this type of complex motion (e.g., Duﬀy & Wurtz,
1991; Regan & Beverley, 1973; Saito, 1993; Tanaka,
Fukada, & Saito, 1989; Tanaka & Saito, 1989) and are
tuned for binocular disparity (e.g., Roy, Komatsu, &
Wurtz, 1992). New signal dots were selected randomly
from the pool of dots, and sectors contained equal
amounts of noise and signal dots. This arrangement en-
sured that the global motion was visible, as the signal le-
vel was approximately ﬁve times greater than the
threshold for detecting complex motion (Khuu & Bad-
cock, 2002).
The visibility of sector borders was reduced some-
what by allowing boundaries to overlap by a small
amount, ±2.5 deg around the true border. This eﬀect
was accomplished by allowing dots that entered the
new region to keep their sector speed. Dots that were as-
signed velocities that resulted in them leaving their sec-
tor, the overlapping boundary region, or the stimulus,
were randomly replaced back into their sector of origin
to maintain a dot density of 4 dots/deg2. Each movie se-
quence consisted of 10 frames with each frame shown
for 50 ms (with no inter-stimulus interval), and thus
the total stimulus duration was 500 ms. Stimuli were
generated on a Macintosh G4 1.3 GHz computer using
custom software written in MATLAB (version 5.3),
and were displayed on a linearized LCD monitor driven
at a refresh rate of 60 Hz.
To create 3D GDM stimuli, stereo image pairs were
produced and combined binocularly using a custom
built Wheatstone mirror system. Binocular disparity
was produced by oﬀsetting the horizontal position of a
dot in one image relative to the position of the same
dot in the other. Stereo pairs contained equal amounts
of displaced dots, thus ensuring that the images ap-
peared identical when viewed monocularly. To prevent
spurious matches, and thus fallacious disparities, dots
were prevented from overlapping. Fusing the images
shown in the left panels of Fig. 1 produces a sectored
and non-sectored stimulus in Fig. 1A and Fig. 1B
respectively. Schematic diagrams of these stimuli are
also shown in Fig. 1.
2.3. Procedure
In Experiment 1 we measured the extent to which the
visual system averages local speeds with diﬀerent dispar-
ities. This was accomplished by determining how the
apparent speed of dots in odd numbered sectors is aﬀect-
ed by the speed of dots in even numbered sectors, and
how this judgment changes as a function of the disparity
diﬀerence between dots in odd and even numbered
sectors.
Fig. 1. Fusing the stereograms in (A) and (B) produces examples of sectored and non-sectored stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 2. Schematic
diagrams of these stimuli are shown on the right, where d corresponds to the depth separation between the two dot planes.
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tion with method of constant stimuli was used to
examine the contribution of disparity information to
global speed processing. In one interval the reference
stimulus, which was a sectored GDM stimulus with
all dots moving at 5.67 deg/s of vis arc, was presented.
The other interval contained the test stimulus, which
had dots in even numbered sectors moving at a speed
of 4.05 deg/s, while in odd numbered sectors dots could
move at one of nine speeds ranging from 4.05 to
10.53 deg/s. These dot speeds were selected since they
are eﬀective in driving the high-speed system, and
speed averaging only occurs within, but not across, dif-
ferent speed tuned systems (see, Khuu & Badcock,
2002).
A control condition was also performed along the
lines described above, except the presented test and ref-
erence GDM stimuli contained half the total number of
dots and they were exclusively conﬁned only to odd
numbered sectors. This control condition provided a
baseline measure and results similar to those from this
condition signiﬁes no eﬀect because no (slow moving)
dots were present in even numbered sectors.
The task of the observer was to indicate the interval
containing the fastest moving dots. To avoid observers
predicting the sectors containing the fastest dots, the
spatial position of every sector was rotated by a random
angle between 0 and 72 deg (i.e., two sectors) on each
trial. In an attempt to minimise eye movements, a cross
(at 0 disparity) was presented at the centre of the stimu-
lus and remained on throughout testing. Responses were
made by pressing one of two keys on a computer key-board to indicate whether the fastest dots were in the
ﬁrst or second interval.
The above procedure was repeated for eleven crossed
and uncrossed disparity conditions in which either odd
or even numbered sectors of the test and reference stim-
ulus were located at the plane of ﬁxation (0 disparity),
and the other sectors were displaced with disparities of
between 0.24 deg and 0.24 deg (of vis arc) away from
the surface of the screen. These disparities resulted in
a triangulated stereo depth (assuming normal inter-ocu-
lar distance of 6.5 cm) of 1.66 to 1.66 cm. This
procedure ensured that observers did not reliably know
the disparity of the fastest moving dots in the stimulus,
and thus could not exclusively attend to them. Over the
range of disparities used in this study, observers report-
ed no diﬃculties in fusing stereo pairs. There were
99 test speed and disparity combinations (in Experi-
ment 1), which were repeated 50 times in a randomized
order.
2.4. Results and discussion
Cumulative Gaussians were ﬁtted to the data to pro-
vide an estimate of the speed required by dots in odd
numbered sectors of the test stimulus to be judged to
be equal with the speed of the reference stimulus (i.e.,
the point of subjective equivalence—PSE—correspond-
ing to the 50% point on the psychometric function).
These estimates are plotted as a function of the disparity
diﬀerence between odd and even numbered sectors in
Fig. 2. Also shown are gray dashed and solid lines indi-
cating the PSE for the control condition in which only
Fig. 2. The speed required by odd numbered dots in the test stimulus
to be judged equal to the reference speed (5.67 deg/s) is plotted as a
function of the disparity diﬀerence between alternating sectors for the
three observers. Error bars represent ± one standard error of the mean.
Solid and dashed lines indicate the speed consistent with averaging and
the speed when dots were absent from even numbered sectors.
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is close to the reference speed of 5.67 deg/s for all
observers), and the speed required to be consistent with
averaging (7.29 deg/s), respectively.The pattern of results is similar for the three observ-
ers and demonstrates that the presence of slower moving
dots in even numbered sectors decreased the apparent
speed of odd numbered sector dots, such that they had
to be made to move faster in order to obtain a perceptu-
al match with the reference speed. For a small range of
disparities (approximately ±0.05 deg around ﬁxation),
the magnitude of the decrease is similar to what is re-
quired if the visual system averages local speeds (solid
line). This conclusion was arrived at since the obtained
PSE speed (approximately 7.3 deg/s), when averaged
with the speed of even numbered sector dots (4.05 deg/
s), is equal to the baseline dot speed of the reference
stimulus (i.e., 5.67 deg/s). With a disparity of 0.24 deg
there was minimal speed integration and performance
was close to the baseline condition (dashed line). This
pattern of results with greater disparities violates a sim-
ple averaging process and thus demonstrates that the
visual system must be, at least, performing a weighted
speed average. The tuning observed in Fig. 2 reﬂects
the weight at each disparity. For disparities close to
the point of ﬁxation the visual system uses equal weights
to average speed information.
It is also important to note that the computation of
global speed is not monocular, since if the visual system
relied on the motion information present in the monoc-
ular view, speed averaging would have been evident
across the range of disparities used in the study. To ac-
count for the ﬁndings of Experiment 1, the visual system
needs to combine stereo pairs and rely on the disparity
diﬀerence between stereo images as a basis for speed
averaging.
2.5. Experiment 2: The eﬀect of attention and disparity
when judging image speed
In the previous experiment we used a sectored GDM
stimulus to show that the visual system, when determin-
ing global speed, is tuned to binocular disparity. This
sectored version of the GDM stimulus was used since
it allows for a better test of global motion processing
since our premise was that global mechanisms sensitive
to complex motion would operate to integrate informa-
tion over a large spatial extent. However, it is possible
that this tuning to disparity does not reﬂect the relation-
ship between speed and disparity, but rather is indicative
of a process of attention resulting from image segmenta-
tion due to changes in disparity. It is important to note
that by sectoring low- and high-speed dots, they were
conﬁned to diﬀerent spatial regions in the stimulus,
which with increasing disparity between sectors may al-
low observers to eﬀectively attend to faster moving dots
in a particular sector. This suggestion is debatable given
the fact that, to eliminate the role of attention, observers
were required to ﬁxate (and maintain ﬁxation through-
out a trial) at the centre of the stimulus, and odd or even
Fig. 3. The results of Experiment 2 in which speed judgments were
obtained using a non-sectored GDM stimulus plotted using the same
format as in Fig. 2.
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tion plane from trial to trial. Nevertheless, given the
importance of attention in many visual tasks, we consid-
ered that it was important to rule out this possibility.
The issue of attention arising from disparity segmen-
tation was addressed by repeating the previous experi-
ment using a non-sectored stimulus in which low and
high speed dots occupied intermixed positions scattered
throughout the display. Low and high speed dots had, as
in the previous experiment, diﬀerent disparities. This
procedure ensured that, at a particular spatial location
in the stimulus, there were approximately equal numbers
of low and high speed dots (due to the stochastic nature
of the stimulus) and any speed tuning reﬂects the extent
to which the visual system combines local speed over
depth. This experiment also oﬀers a more ecologically
valid assessment of speed averaging, given that com-
monly in natural scenes low and high speeds are not
exclusively conﬁned to sectors, but occupy random posi-
tions in three-dimensional space.
2.6. Results and discussion
The results of Experiment 2 are shown in Fig. 3 in a
similar format to Fig. 2. The pattern of results is similar
to those reported in Experiment 1, though disparity tun-
ing is perhaps broader for observers JC and AL. Within
a certain disparity range (in crossed and uncrossed
directions) around ﬁxation the visual system averages
local speeds. However, with increasing disparity, low-
and high-speed dots are not combined equally, and at
a disparity of approximately 0.24 deg (in crossed and
uncrossed directions), there is only minimal speed inte-
gration. Importantly, the results of Experiment 2 dem-
onstrate that the disparity tuning reported previously
was not due to the eﬃcacy of attending fast moving
dots, but reﬂects a global operation by which local
speeds are integrated over diﬀerent disparities.
2.7. Experiment 3: The eﬀect of disparity on apparent
speed and global motion sensitivity
In both Experiments 1 and 2 we investigated the ex-
tent to which the visual system combined local speed
information at diﬀerent stereo depths, and we found
that the system is inﬂuenced by disparity when deter-
mining global speed. However, there are other factors
may account for the disparity tuning reported in the pre-
vious experiments.
Firstly, there is a possibility that the apparent speed
of a stimulus is directly inﬂuenced by its position in
depth. Bowns and Braddick (1986) have shown that
the perceived depth from relative motion can change
the perceived speed of a GDM stimulus by as much as
12%. Given the similarities with which the visual system
treats disparity and motion as cues to depth (see, Gra-ham & Rogers, 1982; Nawrot & Blake, 1989, 1991), it
is possible that the tuning observed by us is a conse-
quence of the visual system averaging the relative speed
of stimuli located in diﬀerent sectors at diﬀerent depths,
and not the absolute speed.
Secondly, since our experimental paradigm involved
displacing a set of dots away in depth from ﬁxation,
Fig. 4. (A) The speed of the test GDM stimulus judged equal to the
baseline speed of 7.29 deg/s (indicated in the ﬁgure) is plotted as a
function of the disparity diﬀerence between the reference and test
stimuli. (B) The minimum number of dots required to detect radial
motion is plotted as a function of the position in depth of the GDM
stimulus. Error bars represent ± one standard error of the mean.
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sitive to the motion of non-zero disparity dots. Observ-
ers are therefore able to ignore the motion
characteristics of dots on the depth-displaced plane,
which with increasing disparity do not contribute to mo-
tion integration. Consequently, speed judgments remain
mainly unaﬀected, especially at larger disparities. This is
a possibility, since performance on some psychophysical
judgments such as stereo-acuity and curvature discrimi-
nation has been shown to change with disparity (Bad-
cock & Schor, 1985).
Because of relative importance of these issues to the
study, we conducted two additional studies that exam-
ined whether the ability to detect the speed and coheren-
cy of global motion changes as a function of disparity.
The methods and stimuli were identical to those used
in Experiment 2, and the same observers were retained
so as to facilitate comparisons between the experiments
in the study.
2.8. Apparent speed and disparity
In order to investigate the inﬂuence of disparity on
speed, we compared the apparent speed between two
GDM sequences located at diﬀerent depths using a
two-interval-forced-choice procedure in conjunction
with a method of constant stimulus. In one of the inter-
vals, a reference GDM stimulus was shown which con-
sisted of 100 dots with 0 disparity moving at a speed
of 7.29 deg/s. This speed was selected because it was
PSE speed required to be consistent with averaging
using the stimulus conditions employed in Experiment
1 and 2, and any change in apparent speed as a function
of disparity may account for the reported speed tuning.
The other interval contained a test GDM stimulus,
which had dots moving at a speed of between 4.05 and
10.53 deg/s and a disparity of between 0.24 and
0.24 deg. The task of the observer was to indicate the
interval containing the fastest moving dots. If there is
merit in the suggestion that speed is inﬂuenced by its po-
sition in depth, based on the ﬁnding of Experiment 1
and 2, the apparent speed of the GDM stimulus will de-
crease as a function of disparity (in crossed and un-
crossed directions) away from 0 disparity.
2.9. Motion coherence and disparity
In this supplementary experiment, the stimuli were
identical to those used in Experiment 2, except the signal
level was controlled by a staircase procedure that con-
verged on the 79% correct performance level. A two-in-
terval-forced-choice procedure was used. One interval
presented a GDM stimulus consisting of signal and
noise dots, while in the other interval a similar stimulus
was presented, except all dots were noise dots and
moved in random directions. In both intervals, dotsmoved at a speed of 5.67 deg/s. The task of the observer
was to indicate the interval containing radial motion.
Initially, the signal level of the stimulus was 50 dots
and the step-size of the staircase was eight signal dots.
After each reversal, the step size was halved, and after
the third reversal the step size remained at one dot.
The staircase lasted for six reversals, and the average
of the last four reversals provided a measure of the
threshold. Global motion thresholds were obtained
using GDM stimuli presented at nine disparities ranging
from 0.24 to 0.24 deg. The nine disparity conditions
were repeated ﬁve times in a randomized order, and
the threshold estimates obtained for each condition were
averaged. If our previous ﬁndings can be attributed to a
loss of detectability at greater disparities, then we expect
global-dot-motion thresholds to increase (with dispari-
ty) in a manner similar to the speed tuning reported in
the previous experiments.
2.10. Results and discussion
The results are shown in Figs. 4A and B. In Fig. 4A,
the dot speed of the test stimulus required to be matched
with the reference speed of 7.29 deg/s is plotted as a
function of disparity. The results are highly consistent
across observers and demonstrate that for our stimulus
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does not systematically change with stereo depth. This
result implies that the disparity tuning shown in Exper-
iments 1 and 2 is a consequence of averaging absolute
dot speeds, and the tuning observed reﬂects the visual
systems tolerance to disparity information.
In Fig. 4B, the number of signal dots required to de-
tect coherent (radial) motion is plotted as a function of
the disparity of the dots for the three observers. Sensitiv-
ity to radial motion is in good agreement with previous
reports employing identical stimuli (see, Badcock &
Khuu, 2001 and Khuu & Badcock, 2002). The pattern
of results is similar for the three observers, though there
is some variability in sensitivity. Over the range of dis-
parities used in this study, there is no systematic pattern
in the data, and sensitivity to radial motion appears
approximately unchanged. This ﬁnding rules out the
possibility that disparity oﬀsets rendered motion infor-
mation less detectable, since observers were equally sen-
sitive to global motion within the disparity range used in
the study.3. General discussion
The purpose of the study was to understand how the
visual system combines local speed information over dif-
ferent disparities to determine the global speed of ob-
jects. This was investigated in Experiment 1 by
determining the extent to which local speeds at diﬀerent
disparities are integrated to extract global motion. Using
a sectored GDM stimulus in which alternating sectors
diﬀered in speed as well as disparity, we report that glob-
al speed averaging is tuned for disparity. For a small
range of disparities around ﬁxation (with some individ-
ual diﬀerence in the range of disparities) the visual sys-
tem treats local speeds equally when combining local
speeds. For increasing disparities, local speed integra-
tion is weighted and gradually decreases with increasing
stereo disparity.
We ruled out the possibility that the tuning reported
is a consequence of (i) our stimulus design (i.e., sector-
ing) allowing observers to eﬀectively attend to local
dot speeds (Experiment 2), (ii) the inﬂuence of disparity
on apparent speed (Experiment 3), or (iii) a decrease in
sensitivity to the motion of disparate dots (Experiment
3). Experiment 2 showed that speed tuning occurred
using GDM stimuli in which low and high speed dots
occupied random positions not conﬁned to sectors as
in Experiment 1—in the stimulus. Experiment 3 showed
that apparent speed and motion sensitivity remained the
same over the disparity range employed in the study.
Our ﬁndings are similar to those of Grigo and Lappe
(1998) who demonstrated that the perceived position of
optic ﬂow stimuli presented at a particular plane in
depth can be shifted by frontoparallel motion presentedat another plane in depth. This eﬀect is dependent on
stereo depth, with maximal shifts around approximately
0.5 deg in crossed and uncrossed directions. While our
study, and that of Grigo and Lappe, may have investi-
gated diﬀerent aspects of global motion processing,
together they highlight the possibility that global motion
mechanisms are tuned for disparity. Additional support
for this notion comes from Bradley, Qian, and Andersen
(1995) who noted that the amount of inhibition (in terms
of the ﬁring rate) of MT cells, due to the presence of mo-
tion signals (within their receptive ﬁelds) moving in
opposite directions, is greatest for a small range of dis-
parities that is not dissimilar from those found in the
study.
In the present study we used complex motion stimuli
that selectively activate cells in area MSTd, which have
been strongly implicated in global motion processing
(Orban, Lagae, Raiguel, Xiao, & Maes, 1995; Roy et
al., 1992). A number of similarities exist between the
functioning of MSTd cells and the ﬁndings of this study.
Previous studies have shown that neurons in area MSTd
are tuned for binocular disparity (Poggio, Gonzalez, &
Krause, 1988; Roy et al., 1992). Though many MSTd
cells are selective for crossed and uncrossed directions,
they integrate information over a range of approximate-
ly ±0.5 deg from their preferred disparity.
The disparity tuning range required for speed integra-
tion as revealed the study is well within the sensitivity
range of MSTd cells.
Cells in area MSTd, are broadly tuned for image
speed and they respond in a similar manner to motion
stimuli comprising of elements whose speeds vary over
a steep gradient, as to motion stimuli where all elements
move at the mean of the speed distribution (Orban et al.,
1995; Saito, 1993). This result strongly implicates—and
is consistent with the ﬁndings of the present study—the
idea that individual local speeds are not represented at
the MSTd level of processing, but are combined by aver-
aging local speeds to determine global speed. These sim-
ilarities between the physiological properties of MSTd
cells and our perception of global speed serve to high-
light a causal association between behaviour and brain
processes.
While there is strong evidence for global speed aver-
aging, it is important to consider why the visual system
is designed in this manner. Averaging may be a conse-
quence of the serial relationship between local and glob-
al processing. An inherent characteristic of cells
involved in the analysis of complex motion is that while
they are able to detect and integrate motion signals over
a large area of the visual ﬁeld, they are unable to precise-
ly represent discrete signals, and thus speciﬁcally repre-
sent speed and direction information, in their region of
interest (Duﬀy & Wurtz, 1991; Saito, 1993). This prop-
erty is evident in the fact that MSTd cells may give an
invariant response to the position of the focus of
S.K. Khuu et al. / Vision Research 46 (2006) 407–416 415expansion in ﬂow ﬁelds (Duﬀy & Wurtz, 1991; Lagae,
Maes, Raiguel, Xiao, & Orban, 1994) and thus may
not be capable of precise spatial localization. Global
averaging may be used to address this uncertainty since
it provides a robust measure of the central tendency of a
range of local motion signals.Acknowledgements
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